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Details of Visit:

Author: Dr Steve
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 24 Nov 2015 16:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

My first visit to the 'new' HoD 1. It's on the second floor of a block of flats not too far from Warren
Street tube station. I took the stairs having a dislike of lifts. Inside it's a bit disappointing. Like HoD 2
in South Kensington, the place is clean and tidy and there is nothing 'wrong' with the place, but
basically you are entertained in a bedroom, not a boudoir. Except for a few arty pictures of scantily
clad ladies, no effort has been made to make the place sensual. It doesn't need much, a bit more
drapery, a large mirror or two. Also as in HoD 2 I was a little disappointed at not being offered a
shower before or after. I shower before I leave for London in the morning, so turn up fairly sweet
smelling, but after some energetic action in the bedroom a shower before I head home would be
nice.

The Lady:

Jaw dropping! I was struck speechless when Jai first came into the room. She is very pretty, but
what blew me away was her stunning body. She has fairly recently had a substantial boob job, so
she now has large firm tits. These augment a slim waist, broad hips, lovely slender legs and a bum
to die for. I have a thing for dark skinned ladies, but it's a long time since I've seen quite such a sexy
wench whether on screen or in the flesh.

Personality wise Jai was both friendly and eager to please, though perhaps a bit shy. I suspect she
might be a bit more adventurous on a second or third visit.

The Story:

The short and sweet version for those who don't like too much detail:
Great time with a quite gorgeous girl. I find the environment at HoD a bit of a letdown, but the girls
you meet there are certainly not. Jai looks utterly fantastic and entertains with enthusiasm and skill.
I first enjoyed an excellent session of oral to a CIM finish. I recovered with a speed, which surprised
me, enabling us to move onto some energetic sex cumulating in an awesome session of doggy. Jai
then gave me a relaxing massage while I recovered the strength to actually leave - with a big smile
on my face.

Would definitely recommend a visit to see this delightful young lady.
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And for those who do like too much detail - here it is:
I called HoD on Tuesday morning hoping I could get a late afternoon appointment around 16:30. Jai
already had an advance booking for then, with her first free slot at 18:00 which was not impossibly
late, but certainly later than I wanted. The advanced booking had not been confirmed though and
the lady taking the booking was most helpful, pencilling me in for 18:00 but saying I could call back
at 11:00 to see if the earlier booking had been cancelled, in which case I would be able see Jai at
16:00. I called back as she suggested and to my delight was able to take the earlier slot.

I was once a pretty regular user of Warren Street tube station - 35 years ago. I can't swear it's quite
that long since I last used it, but it seemed rather nostalgic to be there again. I arrived a little early
so had to wander around for 5 or 10 minutes before working my way around to the front door to get
buzzed in. I made my way upstairs and was admitted by a friendly lady who showed me to the room
where Jai was to entertain me. I waited a minute or two and then there was tentative knock on the
door and Jai walked in.

I suppose she must be used to it, but I was gob smacked - and I'm sure it was painfully obvious. Jai
was dressed in a bra and pants with suspender straps (no stockings alas) and high heels and she
looked just stunning. I'm not sure my jaw dropped, or my eyes popped out, but it felt like it. She
moved close and we kissed. I managed to avoid drooling and when we broke the kiss slid an
envelope out of my jacket pocket containing her 'gift', which she accepted with a smile. She started
unbuttoning my shirt and I decided the decent thing to do to reciprocate would be to help her out of
her bra. She moved down to unfastening my trousers, while I stroked and gently squeezed the firm
globes of her boobs. Things got a bit awkward at this point as my trousers got caught up in my
shoes and socks, so I took over getting my kit off. I took my eyes off Jai for a moment or two while
doing this and when a few seconds later I straightened up, now completely naked, I found she had
skinned off her pants, so apart from her high heels she was naked too.

My jaw dropped again. In her minimal lingerie she'd looked amazing but now! I wasn't quite
speechless. I think I managed to say "WOW!" Her glorious dark skinned body was just incredible.
Her boobs seemed bigger, her waist narrower, her hips broader, her legs more shapely than ever.
And last, but not at all least, between her legs she was smooth shaven!

We moved closer and embraced. Kissing we moved over to the bed, I cupped and gently squeezed
Jai's magnificent boobs then buried my head in them while her hands closed over my swollen cock.
Then she wriggled down the bed and took me in her mouth. Bliss! I directed her attention to my
balls her tongue curling round them as she licked them lasciviously, wanking my cock. I persuaded
her to shuffle round a little on the bed. There was a mirror by the foot of the bed, long and tall so
good for checking your clothing but not much use for watching the action, but we managed to
position ourselves so I could admire Jai's glorious bum as well as watch as she sucked on my cock.
Jai was focusing very much on its head so I asked her to take it deeper. Jai doesn't do deep throat,
but obliging pushed my cock a couple of inches deeper making me moan in delight.

She was sprawled on the sheets beside me and her shaven snatch was too tempting to resist, I
buried my face in it my tongue trying to coax her clit out. Jai spread her legs a little to give me better
access, but redoubled her efforts sucking on my cock. It was too much! I rolled away from her
unable to focus on anything but my orgasm boiling up. It took a minute or so longer, but then with a
roar of delight I erupted in Jai's eager mouth. She held my juddering shaft between her lips for long
seconds until it's twitching subsided and then pulled away grinning and spitting my load out into a
tissue. She looked justifiably pleased with herself, as I lay gasping on the sheets muttering "Wow"
at periodic intervals.

Having tidied up, Jai slid down beside me on the bed and we cuddled. Then I found my hands
cupping her boobs and soon I was nuzzling them. Normally I need a fair few minutes after my first
coming before it is worth starting again, but encouraged by my actions Jai moved down and started
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playing with my cock. I didn't quite respond at once, but I was surprised how quickly she started to
get a reaction, I persuaded her to move over me so we were in a 69. I buried my face in her sweet
tasting chocolate snatch while her clever lips and tongue got me hard again. One of my hands slid
between our bodies so I could play with her breasts, the other stroked and squeezed the glorious
cheeks of Jai's bum. Soon I was ready for action again and calling for a condom, I wanted to be
inside Jai's amazing body!

Jai got off me and poked about in the drawer to retrieve a cover. This was quickly rolled on and
since I was on my back, she showed no hesitation in throwing a leg over and feeding my cock into
her snug pussy. This should have been utter delight, a glorious curvaceous black girl riding me.
However Jai put a bit of a fly in the ointment, by putting her hand around my shaft, so I was only
penetrating her two or three inches. Most girls make complimentary remarks about the size of my
cock, which I accept with a smile, but without taking seriously. It's fairly rare though that I find a girl
unwilling to take my whole length. In absolute terms, having Jai ride me like this was very
pleasurable, but it was falling short of what I really hoped for so I suggested we try with me on top.
So Jai rolled over onto her back, but still insisted on her hand intervening between her pussy and
my groin. I tried a couple of variations and finally Jai seemed happy to move her hand out of the
way, with her legs pulled together and pointing up at the ceiling while I pumped away. Not my
favourite style, but very pleasant nonetheless and I enjoyed bulling away like this for what seemed a
long time before one of us - Jai, I think - suggested we try some doggy.

If Jai on top had been a little disappointing, and Jai on her back not quite perfect, Jai crouching in
front of me on hands and knees and taking it from behind was just awesome! I love doggy and I
love bums, but rarely have I been privileged to pump away at such a lush brown rump, the perfect
blend of softness and firmness, quivering delightfully and echoing with a loud slap as I pumped
away. And in this position Jai seemed happy for me to thrust balls deep into her lovely snug quim. I
settled down to a smooth canter, riding Jai's glorious rump and letting my climax build ever so
slowly so I could savour the experience for long minutes. Finally, unable to hold back any more I
rammed hard against those generous brown buttocks and erupted into the condom, deep in Jai's
belly.

I slumped over her back sweating, gasping and laughing in delight. Once more Jai seemed very
pleased with herself and with good cause. She gave me a little while to recover my breath before
squirming out from under me. After tiding away the condom she suggested a massage. Seeing it
was still only 16:45, I happily agreed. She suggested using lotion, which was fine - except that again
as the session drew to an end, I wasn't offered the chance of a shower.

I enjoyed Jai's gentle fingers rubbing my back for some minutes before there came the dreaded
knock at the door. We cleaned up and had another kiss and cuddle before I got myself dressed.
Finally Jai escorted me to the flat's front door and let me out. I took the stairs again. Was the guy
taking the lift up as I got down to the lobby Jai's next client? Probably not - but if he was going to
HoD he was bound to be smiling like me when he came down again!

Overall:
Another very pleasant punt at HoD. Jai naked is one of the most erotic sights one can imagine and
getting to grips with that glorious body is amazing. Of course looks only go so far, but Jai is also
delightful company, great fun when involved in erotic activities and great fun to relax with after the
main event. If, like me, you enjoy the delights of sensual encounters with ebony skinned beauties,
I'd strongly recommend a visit. The same goes for HoD. So far I've had 5 very enjoyable
encounters, with 5 very nice young ladies. I find the rooms a bit of a disappointment, but the ladies
you meet there are quite the opposite!
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